Sponsors

Please take a moment to visit our sponsors during the day.
This meeting could not happen without their support.

WESLEYAN  we are all about you

WESSEX ANAESTHETISTS IN TRAINING

Annual Scientific Meeting

10th October 2019
Royal Southern Yacht Club, Hamble, Southampton

WAIT Committee 2019
Dr Christopher Couzens
Dr Paul Gordon
Dr Sarah Harrison
Dr Rory Sharvill
0800 – 0840 REGISTRATION
0840 – 0845 WELCOME WAIT COMMITTEE

AM SESSION 1 ANTARCTICA 0845 – 1035
0845 – 0925 DEFROSTING CLINICAL TEAMWORK: MAJOR NICS WETHERILL LESSONS LEARNED FROM AN ANTARCTIC CROSSING
0925 – 1005 CHALLENGES AND VIEWS OF POLAR MEDICINE DR ANNE HICKS
1005 – 1035 THE DOCTOR ON AN ANTARCTIC FIELD STATION DR TOM EVERETT
1035 – 1100 MORNING COFFEE BREAK AND POSTER VIEWING

AM SESSION 2 WAR AND SPACE 1100 – 1300
1100 – 1140 UNEXPECTED SURVIVORS: WHAT WARS ALWAYS TEACH US ABOUT MEDICINE DR EMILY MAYHEW
1140 – 1220 PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF COMMERCIAL SPACE TRAVEL DR THOMAS SMITH
1220 – 1300 MARCH THE 4TH BE WITH YOU DR ANDREW NASH
1300 – 1400 LUNCH

PM SESSION 1 MEDICOLEGAL & TRAINEE PRESENTATIONS 1400 – 1545
1400 – 1440 MOTHERS-IN-LAW DR DAVID BOGOD
1440 – 1545 TRAINEE PRIZE PRESENTATIONS WESSEX TRAINEES
1545 – 1605 AFTERNOON COFFEE BREAK

PM SESSION 2 UPDATES, SUBMARINES AND MOUNTAINS 1605 – 1730
1605 – 1620 WESSEX TRAINEE UPDATES DEANERY
1620 – 1630 WESSEX SPARC UPDATE SPARC COMMITTEE
1630 – 1650 BEING A DOCTOR ABOARD A NUCLEAR SUBMARINE DR OSGAR RYLAH
1650 – 1710 HYPOXIA, ALTITUDE AND THE MOUNTAINS DR ANDREW CUMPSTEY
1710 – 1730 PRESENTATION OF PRIZES AND CLOSE OF MEETING
1730 DRINKS RECEPTION

TRAINEE PRIZE PRESENTATIONS

ORAL PRESENTATIONS
1. DELIVERING PRIMARY TRAUMA CARE TRAINING IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY.
   ALLANA A
2. INTERDISCIPLINARY COMMUNICATION IN THEATRES.
   MELVILLE J, SCHAPIRA A, BARR J, NASH A
3. AUDIT OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE LATEST NICE GUIDELINES (CG65) REGARDING PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT OF PERI-OPERATIVE HYPOTHERMIA.
   PHIZACKLEA E
4. HSIB INVESTIGATIONS AFTER CRITICAL INCIDENTS IN MATERNITY: A TRAINEE PERSPECTIVE.
   RAHMAN R, SMITH V, KNIGHT M
5. MONITORING NOISE EXPOSURE ON EMERGENCE FROM ANAESTHESIA.
   RESTALL D, TOWNLEY, S

POSTER PRESENTATIONS
1. CAN A BUSY ‘DISTRICT GENERAL HOSPITAL’ ADOPT CHANGE? AN INVESTIGATION OF SHIFTING PRACTICE.
   WIGLEY J, BATUWITAGE B, BURDEN J
2. HYPERTENSION UNDER GENERAL ANAESTHESIA, HOW SAFE ARE SSRS?
   PATEL M
3. SMOKING CESSION EDUCATION IN PRE-OPERATIVE PATIENTS
   COOKE K, GREEN R
4. SURVEY OF PRESCRIBING PRACTICE FOLLOWING INTRODUCTION OF AN ENHANCED RECOVERY PROGRAMME GUIDELINE FOR NEPHRECTOMY AT QUEEN ALEXANDRA HOSPITAL
   STOKES A, FORD R
5. RE-AUDIT OF WRITTEN DOCUMENTATION OF ANAESTHETIC CONSENT
   SCHAPIRA A

JUDGING PANEL
DR DAVID BOGOD DR JULIE ONSLOW
DR JONATHAN CHAMBERS DR IAN TAYLOR
DR POPPY MACKIE